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Solving the Uncommon Reactor Core

Neutronics Problems

D. R. Vondy and T. B. Fowler

The common reactor core neutronics problems have fundamental

neutron space, energy spectrum solutions. Typically the most positive

eigenvalue is associated with an all-positive flux for the pseudo-steady-

state condition C< e f f), or the critical state is to be effected by

selective adjustment of some variable such as the fuel concentration.

With sophistication in reactor analysis has come the demand for solu-

tions of other, uncommon neutronics problems. Importance functions are

needed for sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, as for ratios of inte-

gral reaction rates such as the fuel conversion (breeding) ratio. The

dominant higher harmonic solution is needed in stability analysis.

Typically the desired neutronics solution must contain negative values

to qualify as a higher harmonic or to satisfy a fixed source containing

negative values. Both regular and adjoint solutions are of interest

as are special integrals of the solutions to support analysis.

We have used the diffusion theory approximation to neutron trans-

port treating up to thr».e space dimensions in a multi-group representa-

tion. However, the general aspects apply directly to common deterministic

methods and indirectly tc others. Of special importance is the imple-

mentation of essential and reliable procedures in those neutronics codes

used routinely on a production basis to solve the common neutronics

problems. In this way the full modeling capability and the effective

solution procedures of these codes can be brought to bear on these un-

common neutronics problems and the capability needed for analysis best

satisfied.

A general procedure for removing the fundamental contribution to the

iterate estimate of the harmonic each outer iteration is in use. A

source correction is done2«3 during iteration based on orthogonality

properties, rather than a flux correction avoiding the cost of proces-

sing group dependent data. Given the local fission source associated



with meshpoint i and harmonic n, the sum over energy groups g,

and the importance,

'.% " E *,.• •,*.!.»
g

<2>

the source correction to remove any fundamental contribution is

. S I * V
si,l " si,l - 5 i , 0 T * v (3)

; 1,0 '1,0 Vi

where index n = 0 is used for the fundamental, and n = 1 for the harmonic,

because

Si,m Vi - 0 .

and for the adjoint,
I S V
M '° •I S V

i 1 i 1 i 0 V * " V '
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So for either the regular or adjoint (transposed) harmonic problem, be

it eigenvalue or fixed source, a source correction is made at the start

of each outer iteration. Usual acceleration procedures with small

changes are used to drive the iterate estimate to a solution. Note

that since the integral fission source tends to be near zero for the

harmonic, summing the absolute values is necessary to produce accurate

eigenvalue estimates. For the fixed source sensitivity importance

problem, this procedure avoids the difficulty experienced without removal

of the fundamental contribution of such severe contamination that relia-

bility of the solution is questionable, in principle, any harmonic may

be solved by successive removal of the contamination from each of the

higher harmonics.2 Other procedures used for solving simple problems

are not attractive for the multi-dimensional problems.1*

Another efficient procedure has been implemented. Consider that the

transport term for an untreated simple coordinate is simply

D £ = D B $ (6)
3x 2 n yn ' v '



but for the azimuthal coordinate,

D
7a- ae<-

For the azimuthal fundamental, Br

(7)

0 and for the first harmonic B, = 1.

Thus by including a space dependent loss term of D/r , the solution for

the azimuthal harmonic can be obtained. This allows solution of the

problem having azimuthal symmetry (or when so approximated) with (RZ)

geometry rather than treating (8RZ) geometry. This harmonic is of special

importance in stability analysis since it is often dominant.

Shown in Fig. I is tl..; '^pendence of the eigenvalue separation

(1/k. — 1) on the core height of a large gas-cooled high-temperature

thermal reactor core modeled as a bare homogeneous problem.

There are a number of aspects that impact the ability to produce

reliable solutions. For example, given eigenvalues ordered k_ > k. >

k_ > k_ . . . , there tends to be a large separation between k_ and k.,

but not between k. and k?» making the harmonic nore difficult to solve

by iteration than the fundamental. These aspects are to be addressed

in the discussion. We note the common needs in thermal and fast reactor

analyses for solving these problems.
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Fig. 1. Eigenvalue Separation for the Dominant Harmonics
(Bare Homogeneous Pebble Bed Reactor Model).
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